Topographic quantitative EEG measures of alpha and theta power changes during caffeine withdrawal: preliminary findings from normal subjects.
Neurophysiological consequences of withdrawal from caffeine are poorly understood. In particular, quantitative studies of EEG changes that may occur during the period of caffeine abstinence in caffeine dependent individuals have not been reported. In this pilot study, 13 physically- and psychiatrically-normal caffeine users were asked to abstain from caffeine for a period of 4 days. Quantitative EEGs were obtained prior to stopping caffeine and on Days 1, 2, and 4 of the caffeine abstinence period. Results indicated that significant increases in alpha and theta absolute power accompany the caffeine withdrawal process with return to the pre-abstinent EEG levels when caffeine usage is resumed. The implications of these findings are discussed with special reference to the possible need to control for the variable of caffeine usage in quantitative EEG studies of other phenomena.